He had been removed from the board at an earlier meeting, 1 but as was his right he had appealed against the decision. This appeal was always likely to be rejected, as four of his supporters had resigned from the board, 1 leaving only those who had originally voted in favour of sacking him.
The statement issued by the board said that its decision was based on an "ongoing, consistent pattern of disruptive and inappropriate behaviours by Gøtzsche, taking place over a number of years," that had undermined Cochrane's collaborative culture and were detrimental to the charity's work, reputation, and members.
He had, the statement charged, "repeatedly represented his personal views as those of Cochrane, including in correspondence with members of the academic community; in the media; and when acting as an expert witness in a criminal trial."
As a leader of Cochrane he had a special duty of care to the organisation about the way his views were expressed, particularly those made in a personal capacity. "Despite numerous attempts to engage with him on this topic and warnings about his behaviour, he consistently failed to exercise this care," the statement said. "This has resulted in multiple complaints to the charity and damaged its credibility within the research community."
Despite the statement saying that complaints against Gøtzsche spanned several years, little had emerged publicly before his expulsion. The board minutes provide few hints of what was brewing. The only time the row broke surface was in 2015, when a statement signed by the co-chairs, chief executive, and editor in chief of Cochrane dissociated the organisation from opinions expressed by Gøtzsche about psychiatric drugs in an article in the Daily Mail.
He had claimed that they were the UK's third biggest killer, after heart disease and cancer, and failed to make clear this was his view and not Cochrane's. This had followed a dispute involving The BMJ, also about Gøtzsche's views on psychiatric drugs. He wrote a letter to The BMJ in June 2015 2 criticising the Cochrane editors and prompting a row with Mark Wilson, now Cochrane chief executive, and the board co-chairs, who described Gøtzsche's criticisms as "unwarranted and unfair." Gøtzsche was persuaded, and eventually agreed, to submit a rapid response to The BMJ withdrawing his criticisms. 3 But soon after came the Daily Mail article and the response on the Cochrane website.
Less than two years later Gøtzsche was elected a member of the board. He has claimed that he came top of the poll of 11 candidates for four board positions.
His election statement made it clear that he was not seeking election to rubber stamp decisions made by others. He said that Cochrane was being run "more as a business with a brand than it was a few years ago" and warned that too much power was being assumed by the centre. "I will work on refocusing our central values and aims," he concluded.
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